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Abstract
Cloud computing is emerging in industry because of its flexible resource management. Many private companies have
started their new businesses that are reselling their unused computing powers. Such a trend is gradually impacting the
traditional computing facilities used in scientific domains. In the high energy physics domain, many computing resources
are required in general. Therefore it is always required to seek sharing resources and find outside available resources. The
one of most challenges is how to stably share a queue among heterogeneous experiments. Sharing a queue is at risk of
losing services because malicious work can deeply impact the entire system. In cloud computing, such a problem can be
resolved with the feature of virtual machine isolation. We can utilize such a feature to support multiple experiments in a
single computing farm. In this paper, we introduce mvcluster which is a multi-queue enabled virtual cluster system, which
extends the functionalities of the single queue-based mvcluster. Our proposed approach can achieve service stability and
flexible computing capacity increasing resource utilization.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing provides many advantages to computing intensive scientific domain in the viewpoint of
resource management. The feature of flexibility can make
it possible to expand computing capability to the unlimited computing boundary in theoretical1,2. This feature is
attractive to scientific domains such as the High Energy
Physics (HEP), which requires huge amount of computing resources in general.
In HEP, it is well known issue to utilize unused and
available computing resources geographically distributed
in the world. Such willingness was the starting point that
many new technologies in the domain have been developed; for example, grid is one of most successful examples
and still actively used in real world3.

*Author for correspondence

Computing infrastructures operated in scientific
laboratories like CERN4, FNAL5, BNL6 have been moving toward cloud computing based infrastructures. The
transition to cloud computing is because of the robustness against failures and resource utilization7,8.
In traditional HEP computing environments, a
computing farm is dedicated to a single experiment.
Supporting multiple experiments in a single computing
farm is a complex task because every experiment has its
unique requirements. Such requirements can be conflict
with the other experiments’ requirements. The conflicts
can affect system stability and result in system failures.
Because of this high risk of failures, a single queue is used
for a single computing farm. However, a single queue
based computing farm has the issues of resource utilization because the computing farm is not always filled
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by jobs. Although there are available computing slots,
it cannot support other experiments which are waiting
for resource allocation. We might also consider multiple
queue enabled system in a computing farm. However, a
single system with multiple queues will face up the same
problem of service stability.
In that sense, cloud computing can solve the traditional problem because of its robustness and flexibility.
It is possible to enable multiple services in a single computing farm as well as in multiple computing farms.
Virtualization technology in cloud computing makes it
possible because it safely isolates virtual machines which
are used for worker nodes in the traditional physical computing farms. In case virtual worker nodes go wrong, such
failures are immediately removed by terminating the virtual machine. Restarting the virtual machine can simply
resume its service without long delay of service readiness.
This feature tremendously improves service stability.
All virtual worker nodes are considered as independent
machines. Therefore, it is possible that we can build multiple cluster systems in a single computing farm in order
to support multiple experiments. In addition, it is also
possible to create a virtually large single computing farm
which consists of multiple physical farms geographically
distributed.
In this paper, we will introduce a multi-queue
enabled virtual cluster system called mvcluster. mvcluster
is designed to support multiple experiments in a single
computing farm which is built in cloud computing infrastructure9. The proposed virtual cluster system extends
single queue-based vcluster architectur10. mvcluster can
safely prevent single failure from destroying the entire
computing farm by removing failed virtual machine. It
can not only improve the utilization, but also guarantee the service stability. Such stability is nature in cloud
computing because virtual machines in the virtual cluster
systems are independent each other. They are not intervening in the service of each other. Therefore, interference
between virtual machines is fundamentally prevented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we will discuss the utilization problem in HEP
domain with real examples. In Section 3, we will discuss
the related work. In Section 4, we will revisit vcluster
which is the base architecture of mvcluster. In Section 5,
we will introduce mvcluster and show how it can effectively handle multiple experiments in a single system. In
Section 6, we will summarize our work and future work.
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2. Resource Utilization Problem
Data centers in the world are facing up resource utilization
problems. According to an article shown in8, computing
resource utilization in general is very low. Because of this,
many data centers are trying to share their computing
recourses with other centers in order to overcome short
computing resources as well as low utilization problem.
Amazon EC2 service is most well-known cloud computing service reselling their computing resource to the
public, increasing their profits.
There are many technologies introduced in last decade
to improve resource utilization, but grid is one of the most
popular technologies widely used in scientific domain
especially in HEP12. Grid computing can be considered
as a resource orchestration which collects resources and
distributes jobs according to the resource availability.
One of main differences compared to cloud computing
is underlying utilization technologies. Grid computing
focuses on idle resources distributed in multiple locations while cloud computing focuses on virtualization.
Two technologies are different, but their main goal is the
same in utilization viewpoint. In grid, the main approach
is to open entire idle physical resources to the public. In
contrast, cloud computing utilizes a physical system by
generating virtual machines with hypervisors like KVM13
and Xen14.
Figure 1 to Figure 3 show how much CPU time has
been used for CDF, STAR, and HCP experiments for 30
days in KISTI, respectively.

Figure 1. CDF CPU usage result in june 2013.
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The three computing farms are supporting HEP
experiments with 432, 1024 and 512 cores, respectively.
The jobs performed in the farms are mixed with grid and
local jobs.

in service consolidation. To service multiple experiments
in the consolidated farm, a virtual cluster system must
handle multiple queues.

3. Related Work

Figure 2. STAR CPU usage result in june 2013.

It is not difficult to find many approaches to utilize cloud
computing technologies in scientific domains. Such
approaches are natural in computing intensive research
fields. In HEP, Gable et. al15 proposed a dynamic cloud
batch system called Condor Scheduler which can combine
multiple cloud sites. As noted in the name, their approach
tried to extend the capability of HTCondor batch system.
Ivan Krsul et. al16 introduced VMPlants and VMShop
which can manage virtual machines for grid computing.
VMPlants and VMShop are communicating each other
in virtual machine management. VMShop essentially
sends virtual machine related commands to VMPlants.
VMPlants then executes the commands such as creation,
querying, destroying of virtual machines. As users specify
necessary services or packages, the proposed approach
generates a Direct Aacyclic Graph (DAG) for the requests.
Once the DAG is generated, then it tries to find a virtual
image which includes all necessary packages or service
expressed by DAG. Within this framework, we can expect
a fast service if a proper image is already prepared.
Because of flexibility and service stability, cloud
computing is attractive to many scientific researchers.
Therefore, many research institutes have been building
own private cloud facilities or moving to cloud computing based infrastructure.

4. Revisiting vcluster

Figure 3. HCP CPU usage result in june 2013.

As shown in the figures, it is worth noting that the
CPU usages of CDF for the first 10 days are relatively low
compared to the other experiments. Therefore, we can
expect the improvement of resource utilization if we can
share the unused computing resources of CDF with HCP
and STAR.
When combining resources to support multiple
experiments, it is critical to maintain stable service. To
address this problem, cloud computing can be adopted
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vcluster is a virtual cluster system being developed
in the joint project between KISTI and FNAL since
2011. It is able to create a virtual cluster system on top
of multiple cloud platforms including public and private
cloud solutions. The design concepts behind vcluster are
including simplicity and agnostic approach to cloud and
batch systems. vcluster provides a framework and control
functionalities are implemented through plug-ins. Such
an approach can reduce the complexity of working with
multiple solutions of cloud and batch systems. As long as
a proper plug-in is developed, any underlying cloud and
batch system can be integrated to vcluster framework.
Figure 5 shows the overall concept of vlcuster.
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As shown in Figure 4, vcluster can communicate with
cloud solutions through plug-ins. For example, a cloud
solution using Open Nebula can communicate with
vcluster through open nebula plug-in when creating,
stopping, and terminating virtual machines. For Amazon
EC2, amazon-ec2 plug-in is used to work with Amazon
cloud service. In addition to cloud plug-ins, vcluster is
also cooperating with underlying batch systems using
plug-ins. In case of HTCondor17, we use htcondor plug-in
of vcluster while pbs plug-in for PBS batch system18.
Plug-in based architecture makes it possible to
simplify the interface between vcluster and complex
underlying solutions and provide a homogeneous view to
the system administrator. Actual users cannot distinguish
where their jobs are executed because vcluster creates a
virtual cluster which is shown as a single large cluster system to users.

experiments in a single virtual cluster which is consisting of multiple cloud solutions.
vcluster can create a single virtual cluster system consisting of multiple virtual machines which may be initiated
in different cloud platforms. One of short comings of
vcluster is that it can only support a single queue which
means it can only support a single experiment at the
same time in HEP perspective. If we can launch multiple virtual cluster systems over a consolidated cloud
platform, we can achieve not only stability, but also utilization. In order to mediate such a limitation, we need to
enhance vcluster to multi-queue supportable one. In this
paper, we call it mvcluster.

Figure 5. Multi queue enabled virtual cluster system6.

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of vcluster9.

vcluster is simply considered as a tool for management of virtual machines which construct a single logical
large farm running over multiple cloud solutions. It can
create virtual machines and the created virtual machines
automatically join to the virtual cluster system. Therefore,
the cluster system can be scaled up or down seamlessly
without suspending services.

5. mvcluster: Multi-Queue
Enabled vcluster
TIn this section, we will discuss mvcluster which is the
extended version of vcluster in order to support multiple
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Figure 5 shows the conceptual architecture of mvcluster.
It can handle multiple queues in a single cluster system. Such a feature can improve resource utilization by
launching virtual machines in resource available cloud
computing platforms or migrating virtual machines
from high to low utilized clouds. One major extension is
the capability of managing multiple queues which safely
handles the consolidated cloud computing resources,
which can again provide better utilization in the viewpoint of system administration as well as better service
resources if one of services is not fully utilized.
As shown in Figure 5, a virtual cluster in Cloud A
can be expanded to Cloud B while a virtual cluster in
Cloud B can also be expanded to Cloud A depending on
resource availability. If only single queue enabled virtual
cluster system is allowed in cloud platforms, it is hard
to extend their capability to other cloud platforms when
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multiple experiments are being supported because there
is no central manager to handle requests from multiple
clusters.
When supporting multiple experiments with multiple cluster systems which are managed with multiple
queues, it is important to share multiple cloud platforms
running in different geographical locations. If we only
consider a single queue and a single experiment, we are
not able to efficiently utilize available resources in other
clouds. Therefore, efficient management of multiple
queues in mvcluster is important to seamlessly handle
multiple clouds with keeping high utilization and continuing stable service.
Algorithm 1 shows how mvcluster can effectively
manage multiple virtual cluster systems by handling
multiple queues.
Algorithm 1: Multi-Queue Management
Procedure mq-management
/* iterate all queues in cluster systems */
while queue←getNextQueue() do
rate←getWaitingRate(queue) /* waiting jobs? */
if rate≤ threshold do
continue
end if
cloud←get Available Cloud() /* find a cloud */
if cloud == null do /* no available cloud */
waiting /* wait until resource is available */
end if
/* launch virtual machine in a cloud */
launch VM(cloud, queue)
end while
end procedure

The algorithm first checks if there are idle jobs while
looping all queues in the system. If there are waiting jobs
in a queue, then it selects a queue to handle the jobs. In
this point, it is important to not burst virtual machines
just because there are waiting jobs. We have to consider
if the waiting rate is over the threshold value which is a
guide value when bursting virtual machines. If the rate is
less than threshold, the queue is not busy. Therefore, we
just continue checking the other queues. If there are too
many jobs in the queue and the rate is over the threshold,
then we have to find a cloud where to request to launch
virtual machines. If there are no available clouds, then
we have to wait until there is available cloud found. If we
find a cloud to launch virtual machines, then we request
the cloud to run virtual machines. Since the queue information is provided to a cloud, the cloud knows which
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types of virtual machine should be launched. The newly
launched virtual machine will automatically join the
proper cluster system which is managed with the queue.

6. Discussions and Conclusions
In this section, we will discuss mvcluster which is the
extended version of vcluster in order to support multiple
experiments in a single virtual cluster which is consisting of multiple cloud solutions.
The multi-queue enabled vcluster system introduced
in this paper utilizes cloud technologies to support
multiple experiments in a single logical large computing farm. Service stability and extendibility are always
being sought from scientific research domains especially
in HEP. In that sense, cloud computing effectively mitigates the pains by flexibly extending computing capacity
as well as providing sable service by isolating virtual
machines from physical systems.
One of challenges when utilizing cloud solutions in
HEP is how to efficiently handles multiple experiments.
Since each experiment uses its own queue, it is difficult
to extend its cluster system to other clouds or improve
resource utilization. In order to resolve this problem,
mvcluster proposed in this paper seamlessly manages
multiple queues in virtual cluster systems which are running over multiple clouds. Enabling multiple queues is
important to achieve maximum resource utilization in
consolidated clouds. In our historical data discussed in
Section 2, the three computing farms can be consolidated and provided better utilization as shown in Figure
6.

Figure 6. Consolidated resource for CDF, STAR, and HCP.
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From the figure 6, we can conclude that less computing resource can safely service for CDF, STAR, and HCP
simultaneously if we can manage these three computing farms depending on the number of jobs. Therefore,
mvcluster can help HEP applications to provide a scalable service as well as stable service with continuing the
supports of multiple experiments.
In future work, we are planning to apply mvcluster
to real experiments introduced in CDF, STAR and HCP
with the consolidated cloud computing farm.
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